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2022

1/5/2022
Met with Mayor Allyn; Kirk Bryson attended to confirm continued activity

12:25P Perkins Lawn care (PLC) dump truck at 576 Lantern Hill Road (LHR) raining; 
1:30P Depart with skid steer on trailer 

1/6/2022
8:25A PLC employee (EE) in grey truck with plow to 576. Loaded equipment into the bed. 
8:45A Depart
11A arrival PLC dump truck with plow and sander
5:39P arrival 576 PLC dump truck with plow and sander, 2nd truck with plow and sander; 
both departed to 586z at 5:41P to hide from Kieran. Sat on 586z driveway.
5:48P returned to 576: filmed in lot and driving into garage to hide
Pictures next two pages



01.06.2022 5:40P



01.06.2022 5:50P video



1/10/2022 email to Juliet, cc Mayor to confirm activity is ongoing, logs being kept and 
pictures taken

1/11/2022
8:42A Nipper joe in personal truck to 576; reentered truck and left when he saw Kieran 
driving past for pictures 

1/17/2022 Mon MLK holiday
9A arrival nipper joe truck
11:15A arrival nipper joe truck; sounds: start of new truck and engine revving. Sounds like 
it’s mechanic day
11:21A Departure silver crew cab. 
1P Used oil furnace still burning

1/19/2022
10:40A oil furnace burning and pounding inside barn
11:20A departure PLC truck and nipper joe truck equipped with plows and sanders



1/20/2022 raining
Oil stove has been pumping since 8A
9:15A arrival PLC EE truck, no plow medium grey pickup with large tires

1/25/2022
11:23A arrival nipper joe personal truck with plow. Weather is 40°, ¼” snow so not there to 
plow

1/26/2022
Mike Cherry, interim ZEO, stopped by Kirk Bryson's house for permitting - while there 
noticed a truck in 576 Lantern Hill Road parking lot. He could hear noise from outside 
building, knocked; spoke with Perkins Lawn Care employee who was working on trucks 
inside the barn. Mike Cherry asked to speak with Mr Perkins who was not there; he asked to 
have Mr Perkins call him.

Mike informed us Atty Landolina recommended sending a polite letter to Mr Perkins to 
remind him of the court order
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1/28/2022 Friday
In and out snowplow trucks, prepping for 1/29 blizzard (picture)

1/29/2022
Blizzard all day, 18” snow. 

1/30/2022
Nipper joe and PLC EE limped back to barn in two plow trucks

2/1/2022
1:30 - 3:30P could hear grinding and banging as they fixed plow equipment 

2/2/2022
8:00A call with Mike Cherry, Interim ZEO
Mike Cherry stated Mr Perkins is not returning calls or responding to the letter; essentially 
ignoring the town. He is working with Atty Landolina to determine next steps.
8:15A music blaring at barn
8:20A white pickup with plow and sander arrive. Moved into barn



2/7/2022 rainy, freezing rain
9:20A PLC EEs at barn 
1P departed in PLC dump track with plow sander full

2/10/2022
Meeting between Mayor, Town Planner, Interim ZEO and Mark Perkins re: enforcement

8:15A Nipper joe arrives in PLC truck with plow and sander
11:30A banging and mechanical work
12P Departure non lettered white pickup

2/21/2022 
9:32A Nipper joe from 576 in PLC plow truck with sander

2/24/2022
12:38P truck with plow and sander hidden behind barn (picture)
12:48P Departed after saw taking pictures



02.24.2022 12:39P



3/2/2022 
9:40A PLC EEs next door knocking about, banging, metal grinders, pipes dropping

3/17/2022
1P PLC EE black sedan hidden behind barn (picture)
1:08P departure old black Chevy pickup and black chevy 4 door sedan

3/18/2022 Friday 
1:30P Nipper joe and PLC EE in nipper joe truck to 586z
1:38P drive tractor to 576, followed by truck (pictures)

3/22/2022
8:50A PLC truck unloading equipment from short trailer into barn (picture)
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3/25/2022 Friday
8:10A black pickup to 576
8:15A white PLC dump truck with trailer, 2 EEs to 576; white unlettered pickup with short 
black trailer to 586z
9A Depart to LHR South
12:32P black pickup returns to 576 (picture)

4/5/2022 
11-11:15A Arrival 2 trucks, each with trailers, including Kubota in tow

4/8/2022 Friday
11:40A Arrival PLC dump truck, black sedan EE (picture)
12:34P Departure Mark Perkins in unlettered white F150 crew cab
2:20P return of PLC dump truck to 576



03.25.2022 12:32P



04.08.2022 11:49A



04.08.2022 2:22P



04.18.2022 10:14A



05.02.2022 2:14P



5/3/2022 Friday
9:30A departure PLC  dump truck towing open trailer with orange excavator

5/10/2022 
10:38A PLC dump truck arrival
Loads up equipment and materials
12:52P departure 

5/25/2022
4P arrival diesel PLC truck and long white equipment trailer, offloading

5/26/2022 
2:17P arrival diesel PLC truck and long white equipment trailer
4:17 departure

6/6/2022
9:40A PLC employee car (black 4 door Chevy sedan) working in barn all day
10:50A departure PLC chopped off truck towing large white equipment trailer



06.09.2022 10:06A
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06.21.2022 1:09P



06.22.2022 11:07A
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